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strong immigrant
population did more
than build this city. The
ethnic influences of
Greek, Lebanese, Polish
and other heritages, as
well as cutting-edge chefs,
continue to flavor the
food scene. In addition
to the culinary diversity,
all share a comfortable
sophistication. The editors
of Midwest Living put these
15 among the city’s best.
Come taste for yourself.
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(Clockwise, from top left)
The original Tony Packo’s Front Street
location. Creative combinations at
Element 112. Seafood reins at Georgio’s
Cafe International. Sip classic and craft
cocktails at Registry Bistro.

FROM THE EDITORS OF

THE BEIRUT

A

4082 MONROE ST.
TOLEDO
(419) 473-0885
beirutrestaurant.com

lively atmosphere encourages
conversation, including asking diners
at neighboring tables what’s on their
plate. Generous portions of authentic
Lebanese cuisine encourage sharing
or guarantee leftovers. Start your
meal with the restaurant’s hommos
and warm pillowy pitas or fatoosh
salad. The toasted pita holds its own
against crisp cucumbers and tangy
dressing. For a bit of everything, the
Kabob and Such comes with kafta
(ground lamb and parsley sausage),
baked kibbi (ground meat and
cracked wheat), delectable grape
leaves (stuffed with lamb meat and
rice) and a meat pie (ground lamb
and onions) on a bed of rice (below).
A tahini sauce coats perfectly cooked
chicken pieces in the shawarma. If
these items sound too foreign, the
menu includes Italian dishes and
pizza. For those who stay authentic,
order the Lebanese pilsner Almaza
or Mediterranean wines. For dessert,
savor flaky homemade Turkish
pastries—baklava and burma.

FAMILY-OWNED EATERIES

Like many ethnic restaurants in Toledo, The Beirut owes
its personality to the owners’ family history. Cousins Labib
Hajjar and Riad Abou-Arra opened The Beirut Bakery in
1974 to sell pita, kibbi and other foods they grew up on.
The northwest Ohio Middle Eastern population made it so
popular that they transitioned to a full-service restaurant in
1977 then expanded to its current location to accommodate
up to 200. Other family members have opened successful
offshoots: sister restaurant Byblos and Poco Piatti, a small
plates restaurant specializing in lighter Lebanese fare.

CIAO!

T

6064 MONROE ST.
SYLVANIA
(888) 456-3463
ciaorestaurant.com

Though you can order classic
spaghetti and meatballs at this
cozy Italian eatery, more inventive
pasta dishes rule the digital menu.
Tablet devices ease selection with
full-color photos and detailed
descriptions. Twirl up a forkful of
spaghetti in Bolognese sauce with
veal, prosciutto, herbs and cream.
Spear ravioli stuffed with butternut
squash and topped with grilled
shrimp; a drizzle of Gorgonzola cream
sauce accents the smoky bacon and
shallots. Dive into clams, mussels,
shrimp and calamari on linguine
(top). Each entree comes with a
mixed green salad and crusty bread
to dip in herbed olive oil; or upgrade
to the bruschetta smothered in pesto,
mozzarella and sun-dried tomatoes.
Traditional tiramisu and creamy
gelato are sweet endings. Those
touches of tradition extend to the
decor: A stone fireplace warms the
dining room where ceramic roosters
and colorful tiled vases reference Italy.

DINING ALFRESCO

It’s only fitting that Ciao!, a restaurant with primo outdoor
dining, is in Sylvania, a city coined Tree City. Ciao! takes full
advantage of its sylvan setting via an expansive patio where
vines encase wooden pillars and flowers bloom in corners. A
stone fireplace warms diners on cool summer nights. A plus:
an herb garden outside the kitchen’s back door provides
snipped-fresh seasonings.

DEGAGE JAZZ CAFE

E

301 RIVER RD.
MAUMEE
(419) 794-8205
degagejazzcafe.com

Every night, soulful beats from a tiny
jazz club off the foyer waft into this
rambling restaurant on the first floor
of a converted 1836 hotel. Echoing
the hotel it once was, rooms open
onto other rooms. Flouncy drapes,
dim lighting and black accents make
for a granny’s-house-meets-gastropub
vibe. The food is just as offbeat—in a
good way. Toledo-native chef Joseph
Jacobsen pairs only the freshest
meats with seasonal produce and
exotic flavors. (He personally selects
pigs and cattle from a nearby organic
farm.) Pickled watermelon radishes
cap the kumquat-glazed pork belly
(right), which debuts late March.
Shredded brisket smoked for 12 hours
engulfs spicy, saucy pasta. Free-range
chicken and sustainable fish round
out the entrees, each served with a
small soup or salad. For something
sharable, try the crispy frites fried in
bacon fat. Wash it down with a beer
brewed for the restaurant, like malty
Degage House Ale. If a table in the
connected jazz club is open after
dinner, grab it for a nightcap.

HISTORIC DIGS

Legend has it that the three-story 1836 inn housing the
Degage Jazz Cafe once welcomed three future presidents:
Rutherford B. Hayes, Abraham Lincoln and Ulysses S.
Grant (presumably on separate occasions). Attorneys Hayes
and Lincoln probably visited while on business—the Lucas
County courthouse is a block away. Historians also claim that
a tunnel from the cellar to the nearby Maumee River was part
of the Underground Railroad and, during Prohibition, a way
to bring alcohol from Canadian ships into the inn.

FINAL CUT STEAK & SEAFOOD

S

777 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
TOLEDO
(419) 661-5381
hollywoodcasinotoledo.com

Step inside the crystal chandelierstudded dining room overlooking
the glittering Maumee River, and
you’ll know you’ve hit the fine-dining
jackpot. Costumes, like a tuxedo
worn by Elvis, encased in glass
are part of the glitz. But the food
shines brighter than anything at this
restaurant in the Hollywood Casino
Toledo. USDA prime beef and fresh
seafood with a Southern twist—a
nod to chef Aaron Lawson’s roots in
Kentucky and Tennessee—lead the
menu. Starters include mussels in
a cider and stout-based broth and
crispy lobster popcorn. Steak-lovers
choose from seven hand-cut slabs
grilled to 1600 degrees. Delicate sea
bass and tender lamb chops pair with
Southern sides, like mac and cheese
or Parmesan risotto. A sommelier
helps guests choose from more than
200 wines. Attentive servers excel in
proper utensil placement with each
course. In fact, the dining experience
is so grand that the restaurant earned
4-star status from Forbes Travel
Guide. Patrons must be 21 to enter.

BET ON THE CHEF

It’s unusual for a casino steakhouse to prominently feature
its chef, but Hollywood Casino Toledo’s Final Cut Steak and
Seafood gives chef Aaron Lawson free rein. The Kentucky
native crafts a menu with a nod to his Southern roots and
uses seasonal ingredients. The spotlight shines brightest
on Aaron during prix fixe tasting menus Sunday through
Tuesday nights (three, four or five courses starting at $30 per
person). A sure bet, the Chef’s Table Tasting includes wine
pairings (check the website for dates and prices).

ELEMENT 112

C

5735 N. MAIN ST.
SYLVANIA
(419) 517-1104
element112restaurant.com

Chef Chris Nixon worked in
world-renowned kitchens in New
York before bringing his polished
culinary skills home to his native
Sylvania. Evidence of that NYC
experience shows in the flair of
food and decor. Abstract art next
to minimalistic tables and chairs
sets a contemporary tone. And the
picked-fresh ingredients compose art
on your plate. Though seasonal, the
menu tends to spotlight standards
like potato gnocchi (top) in beurre
fondue (herbed butter sauce). It’s
presented with a flourish as servers
remove plate toppers to reveal wafts
of hickory smoke. You might also
find pork belly, braised beef or wild
sea bass parading from the kitchen.
Desserts, like pain perdu with tart
elderberries and a sweet maple glaze,
are divine. Patrons can order dishes
a la carte or opt for the five-course
tasting menu for $59 per person or
the Menu Tour for the table (chef ’s
choice) for $79 per person. Chris’
optional wine pairings enhance the
flavors of each course.

A WELL-TRAINED CHEF

Chef Chris Nixon makes maple ice cream crispy using
liquid nitrogen. Clever touches like that can, in part, be
attributed to his education at the French Culinary Institute,
now the International Culinary Center (ICC), in New York City.
Founded in 1984 to teach French cooking to aspiring chefs,
the ICC has many notable graduates, such as James Beard
Award winners and, from its first class, Bobby Flay. The sixmonth program is equivalent to a two-year apprenticeship,
not surprising given that its deans include legendary Jacques
Pépin and Spanish powerhouse José Andrés.

GRADKOWSKI’S

U

1440 SECOR RD.
TOLEDO
(419) 725-2836
gradkowskis.com

Upscale comfort foods score at this
college-town hot spot co-owned
by former University of Toledo
quarterback Bruce Gradkowski.
Now a backup quarterback for the
Pittsburgh Steelers, Bruce opened
his namesake restaurant to serve
quality eats near his alma mater.
Though you can catch a game on
one of dozens of TVs, the setting and
food are more refined than a typical
sports bar. Old yearbook photos
line gold-painted walls and dark
wood booths create a cozy scene for
sampling small bites, such as fried
meatballs, saucy beer-and-barbecue
shrimp (top) or doughnuts topped
with pork. For lunch, burgers and
sandwiches gain pizzazz from sauces
like garlic aioli and chipotle mayo
and pair wonderfully with either
pesto shoestring fries or coniques—
Gradkowski’s deep-fried mashed
potato balls. At dinnertime, the
bourbon-apple pork chop and buffalo
chicken mac and cheese are winners,
as are local brews and ProhibitionEra cocktails.

TOUCHDOWN TASTES

Quarterback Bruce Gradkowski captured the hearts of
Toledoans when he played for the University of Toledo
Rockets from 2003 to 2005. After graduating, he went
on to serve as a backup quarterback in the NFL, first with
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers and now with the Steelers in
his hometown of Pittsburgh. Making his second home in
the Toledo area, Bruce put his business degree to use by
opening a restaurant. Look for him off-season, when he
stops in to take care of business and sign autographs
and pose for photos.

GEORGIO’S CAFE INTERNATIONAL

L

426 N. SUPERIOR ST.
TOLEDO
(419) 242-2424
georgiostoledo.com

Like the 120-year-old Valentine
Theatre next door, Georgio’s Cafe
International evokes old-world
elegance. Classic black-and-white
furnishings fill a narrow dining room,
where ladies in cocktail dresses and
men in suit jackets clink champagne
glasses. (The wine and Champagne
lists are extensive.) Old-school
French cooking with Greek touches
shows seafood at its best. To start,
servers present complimentary
chilled pâté with bread. Other
appetizers to share: buttery escargot,
marinated octopus and sauteed
haloumi cheese (a semihard white
from Cyprus, the owners’ homeland).
Servers recite the day’s fish offerings,
like salmon or sole enriched with
a selection of homemade sauces.
You can’t go wrong with the tangy
Champagne-dill or light tomato
Provençale. Other French-influenced
entrees include beef tenderloin,
farm-raised veal and broiled lamb
chops. Meals here have as much flair
as the shows next door.

AFTER-DINNER SHOW

Pair a romantic dinner at Georgio’s Cafe International with a
show at the Valentine Theatre next door. A 1999 renovation
returned the venue to its glory days of the 1890s, when
some of the brightest stars of the day walked the stage.
The Valentine has regained its place as downtown’s cultural
center and presents performances by Toledo’s symphony,
opera, ballet and touring Broadway shows.

LA SCOLA ITALIAN GRILL

T

5375 AIRPORT HIGHWAY
TOLEDO
(419) 381-2100
lascolaitaliangrill.com

The colors of Tuscany—rusts,
golds and oranges—surround dark
wood tables in this bustling Italian
restaurant. Huge portions of Italianstyle fare draw families, large groups
and lovers of leftovers. Starters like
roasted olives with melty goat cheese
are great for sharing; soak up the
warm olive oil with complimentary
ciabatta brought in from a nearby
bakery. But leave plenty of room
for piles of handmade pastas. Even
the hungriest of diners will have
a hard time finishing La Scola
Trio: rich fettuccine Alfredo, tangy
marinara-topped chicken Parmigiana
and meaty lasagna. Or dig into the
less-common but equally hearty
San Marzano, a dish of linguini and
house-made sausage and meatballs
covered in chunky tomato sauce
(top). The wine list gets kudos
for dedicating one side to Italian
wines by the glass or the bottle.
For after-dinner libations, guests
lounge on leather sofas surrounding a
horseshoe-shape bar.

LOCAL INGREDIENTS

La Scola is one of many Toledo-area restaurants counting on
local purveyors to provide ingredients. The wonderfully dense
ciabatta in the breadbasket comes from Toledo’s Strachn
Bakery, a family-owned operation dedicated to Italian breads
and pastries since 1976. And the goat cheese (used to good
effect in the roasted olives) comes from Turkeyfoot Creek
Creamery in nearby Wauseon, where the Burkholders craft
cheeses from the milk of their free-range goats.

MANCY’S BLUEWATER GRILLE

O

461 W. DUSSEL DR.
MAUMEE
(419) 724-2583
mancys.com/#bluewater

Ohioans don’t have to travel to
Hawaii to dine on fresh ahi tuna or to
Maine to sample mildly sweet hake.
Fish is flown in daily to this upscale
restaurant that started the local
“fresh fish” concept in the 1920s.
(See “Catch of the Day” below.)
In fact, the seafood on your plate
is guaranteed to have been caught
within the past 24 hours. Choose
the simple grilling option to focus on
the subtle flavors of Lake Superior
whitefish, Chilean sea bass and
seasonal mahimahi from the Gulf of
Mexico. If you prefer a more elaborate
preparation, try saucy maple-bourbon
salmon, pretzel-crusted walleye or
barbecue-glazed sea bass (top)—
all with a side of either creamy or
vinegary coleslaw. Patrons who prefer
nonseafood options order Mancy’s
hand-cut steaks, but even the decor
embraces an ocean theme. Cobaltblue walls and sleek leather booths
set the tone in the main dining room.
An etched-glass wave motif gleams
against the raw bar, usually bustling
with the after-work crowd.

CATCH OF THE DAY

The Mancy family’s entrance into the Toledo restaurant scene
can be traced to the 1920s when Gus Mancy and one of
his cousins, Nicholas Graham, opened their first diner. That
led to sister restaurant Mancy’s Steakhouse. But Gus also
introduced fresh seafood to the area. Born and raised on the
Mediterranean’s Isle of Crete, Gus knew his fish. He arranged
to have fresh seafood packed in dry ice and brought by train
from New York City twice a week. Today, air travel makes it
possible to bring fish from the coasts and from as far away
as Hawaii.

MANCY’S STEAKHOUSE

S

953 PHILLIPS AVE.
TOLEDO
(419) 476-4154
mancys.com/#steakhouse

Stained-glass windows and hundreds
of Tiffany-style hanging lamps cast
a colorful glow throughout Mancy’s
Steakhouse, Toledo’s special-occasion
restaurant. The throwback decor—
rich carved-wood furnishings and
vintage circus posters on woodpaneled walls—contrast tables
dressed in crisp white. Efficient,
accommodating servers present
hand-cut steaks, aged on-site for
28 days and seared at 1500 degrees.
You’ll taste why Esquire magazine
named Mancy’s one of the top
40 steakhouses in the nation. Each
tender slab comes with a 1-pound
baked potato, house salad and warm
Italian bread. Another favorite is surf
and turf (right)—steak with lobster
tail or king crab legs. The old-school
setting calls for a classic cocktail,
like an expertly mixed old-fashioned
or Manhattan based on barrel-aged
whiskey, though the elaborate wine
list also entices. For dessert, savor
the Chocolate Sac Du Bon Bon filled
with rich chocolate mousse (below).

FAMILY LEGACY

Operated by the third generation of the Mancy family,
Mancy’s Steakhouse and its sister restaurants—Mancy’s
Bluewater Grille, Mancy’s Italian Grill and Shorty’s (BBQ)—
thrive because of the vision of Greek immigrants Gus Mancy
and cousin Nicholas Graham. The two started the family
restaurant empire back in the 1920s with the opening of
The Commercial, which eventually became Mancy’s
Steakhouse. A fire in 1973 destroyed much of the building,
but Mancy’s was rebuilt next door and decorated with
salvaged signature decor.

THE REAL SEAFOOD COMPANY

N

22 MAIN ST.
TOLEDO
(888) 456-3463
realseafoodcotoledo.com

Not even views of the busy Maumee
River upstage the seafood at this
casual yet elegant lunch and dinner
hub. Whitefish, sea bass, perch and
more are flown in three times a week
from the New England coast, Great
Lakes and Gulf of Mexico. Diners
select a fresh catch and preparation
(broiled, blackened, grilled or
Shanghai-style with a ginger soy
sauce). Prefer an enhanced entree?
House specialties pack in flavor.
Dried Michigan cherries accent flaky
Lake Superior whitefish; lump blue
crab meat sweetens baked flounder.
Tangy blue-cheese coleslaw and
warm dinner rolls balance every
entree. A nautical theme carries
throughout the interior. Sculptures
(such as a giant lobster hanging
from the ceiling) draw eyes up to the
second-story mezzanine, a convenient
spot to view the river when it’s too
cool to sit outside. Otherwise, a
table on the patio is worth the wait
in the summertime.

ON THE RIVER

Dining at The Real Seafood Company offers a primer
on maritime vessels plying the Maumee River. The Port
of Toledo consistently ranks in the top five U.S. Great
Lakes seaports for tonnage shipped, which means you’ll
see a number of freighters and barges hauling grain and
aggregates to and from the Maumee River port docks (down
river from the restaurant) into Lake Erie. In the summer, a
constant parade of pleasure boats and yachts goes by and
the vessels can pull into temporary docks lining the east side
of the river at the restaurant’s home in International Park.

REGISTRY BISTRO

I

144 N. SUPERIOR ST.
TOLEDO
(419) 725-0444
registrybistro.com

In downtown Toledo’s entertainment
district, the renovated Secor Building
houses a contemporary see-and-beseen bistro plating up creative New
American cuisine, which changes
seasonally. Like an art gallery,
abstract paintings adorn walls in the
open dining room. Yet the eatery feels
intimate. A mother-daughter team
conceived the restaurant concept.
Mother Vickie Rapp manages. Chef
Erika Rapp, trained at the Culinary
Institute of America, combines
exotic flavors for unexpected dishes.
As a first course, spicy horseradish
mustard peps house-smoked
sturgeon sweetened with thin apple
slices. Warm, smoked cinnamon-androsemary cashews are hard to resist.
New takes on comfort foods make up
the mains. Devour cider-braised pork
on a bed of pumpkin gnocchi, ribeye
soaked in whiskey bacon butter or
duck breast with roasted chanterelles
(yellow mushrooms). Save room for
the dessert for two, which includes
six artfully arranged decadent minis.

REVITALIZING HOTEL SECOR

In 1908, Hotel Secor, home to the Registry Bistro, opened as
the first luxury hotel in downtown Toledo. Architect Charles
Nordhoff designed it to be fireproof, an innovation in a time
when flames destroyed many grand buildings. The 400room hotel thrived for about 60 years, until the need for
hotel rooms downtown diminished as the population and
businesses moved to the suburbs. An attempt in 1969 to
convert the hotel into apartments failed. In 1999, a developer
renovated the space, attracting the businesses there today.

REVOLUTION GRILLE

L

5333 MONROE ST.
TOLEDO
(419) 841-0070
revolutiongrille.com

Loud graffiti-like illustrations on
walls and bold red fabric on booths
speak to the rousing side of this
eatery. Chef Wesley Wright fuses
Greek, Creole and Mexican flavors
in seafood, steaks, sandwiches and
flatbreads made with local and
seasonal ingredients. Dip spicy pork
and feta meatballs in blueberry sauce
or coat fried Brussels sprouts with
white truffle maple mustard. For the
mains, Wesley presents additional
ingenious flavor pairings. Who else
would think to top chicken schnitzel
with prosciutto, asparagus and a
fried egg (top) or match a New York
strip steak with purple potato and
goat cheese mash? Complimentary
bread also strays from the norm: It’s
a flatbread with chili oil, cheese and
caramelized onions. Even the wine
service is different. You order by the
glass, but the server leaves the bottle
in case you want to pour a second
round. Or, better yet, finish with
carrot-cake whoopie pie.

NONTRADITIONAL PAIRINGS

Chef Wesley Wright introduced Toledo to a new style of
cuisine by creating ethnic-influenced dishes using seasonal
ingredients from northwest Ohio. Serving as chef and general
manager, this former Indiana farm boy creates fresh-tasting
dishes with flavors from different lands, such as eggplant
crisps piled on top of a Greek-influenced cumin yogurt
sauce or blackened Acadian redfish served with roasted
root vegetables and hazelnut romesco, a traditional Spanish
sauce of roasted tomatoes and garlic.

ROCKWELL’S STEAKHOUSE

T

27 BROADWAY ST.
TOLEDO
(419) 243-1302
mbaybrew.com
/rockwells-steakhouse-lounge

The second floor of the Oliver
House, a historic landmark along
the banks of the Maumee River,
delivers some of the city’s best steaks.
Candles and a rose dress each table
in the dimly lit dining room, setting
the stage for romance. The food is
date-worthy, too. Generous steaks—
all USDA prime—are cooked
with clarified butter and served
on platters heated to 500 degrees
(top). Customize cuts of meat with
toppers, such as caramelized onions,
Maytag blue cheese or sea scallops.
The table’s basket of fluffy ciabatta
tastes best with whipped butter.
You’ll also want to share side dishes
of Brussels sprouts and prosciutto,
curried roasted cauliflower florets or
crispy hash browns. The drink menu
showcases wines from around the
world and bourbon craft cocktails.
Dessert is always fresh: Europeaninspired cakes and tarts are baked
downstairs at Petit Fours Patisserie.

HISTORY OF THE OLIVER HOUSE

When it opened in 1859, the 171-room Oliver House hotel was
regaled for its elegance and modern amenities, such as running
water, gas lighting and a fireplace in each room. When more
modern hotels were built downtown, tourists stopped coming
to this area, known as the Middlegrounds. About 20 years
ago, the Oliver House was re-envisioned as a complex where
a brewery, restaurants and shops would draw people back to
the Middlegrounds. Stop in Petit Fours Patisserie for breakfast
or European-style cakes, grab a wood-fired pizza and Buckeye
beer at Maumee Bay Brew Pub, or enjoy lunch at The Cafe.

TONY PACKO’S CAFE

T

1902 FRONT ST.
TOLEDO
(419) 691-6054
tonypacko.com

This Hungarian hot dog joint
found fame when Corporal Klinger,
played by Toledo-native Jamie
Farr, mentioned it on an episode
of M*A*S*H in 1976. Since then,
locals and tourists have been hooked
on the Hungarian sausages. Juicier
and larger than regular hot dogs, the
signature sausages come dressed
in mustard, onions and hot dog
sauce—a thin, spicy chili. Trust
us, you’ll want all the fixings. But
save room for sides of tasty fried
pickles or french fries. The signature
paprikas (top) drenches chicken and
Hungarian dumplings in a paprikabase sauce. Wacky decor suits the
casual menu. Cardboard cutouts of
M*A*S*H characters stand next
to walls of hot dog buns signed by
celebrities. Though no longer owned
by the Packo family, their lively
atmosphere and good food remain,
but with more appetizer options such
as mozzarella sticks, potato skins and
chili cheese fries. Choose from five
Toledo locations; the original is at the
corner of Consaul and Front streets.

FAMOUS BUNS

Hot dog buns signed by movie stars, sports figures,
musicians and the last four U.S. presidents adorn
the walls of Tony Packo’s Cafe. The tradition dates back to
1972 when Nancy Packo, the founder’s daughter, learned
that Burt Reynolds was in town for a play. A big fan, Nancy
invited him to dine at the restaurant. To her surprise, Burt
stopped in two nights later. Legend has it that when she
asked him for an autograph, he quipped, “I only sign buns.”
Nancy grabbed a hot dog bun from the kitchen and the first
of many buns was signed.

